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CLEARLON®

THREAD COLOR NEUTRALITY IS NEEDED.
VERSATILE TRANSLUCENCE WHEN

BONDED MONOFILAMENT, NYLON SEWING THREAD



A&E‘s Clearlon® is a specialized, monofilament nylon sewing thread. Translucent in color, this product is 
ideal where thread stiffness and stitch removal are required. Clearlon® excels in attachment applications 
found with fabric labels and emblems. It is also used regularly in blindstitch operations, quilting, and the 
sewing of soft home products, like decorative pillows and bedding. 

VERSATILE TRANSLUCENCE GOOD SEWING PERFORMANCE OPTIONAL DOME ATTACHMENT

This thread delivers a clear, 
translucent color to blend with 
almost any color, enabling 
maximum color versatility for 
products that require this unique 
feature.

Engineered to provide a good 
overall sewing performance 
when used in blindstitch sewing 
machines, this thread delivers 
efficiency for specialized 
operations. The monofilament 
sewing thread features a 
consistent diameter, minimizing 
thread changes and machine 
adjustments.

This product is offered in a 
variety of sizes and conveniently 
offered with or without a dome 
attachment.
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ECO•DRIVEN®
A&E’s Eco-Driven mark is a symbol of our commitment to sustainability and continued investment in 
innovative technologies that help reduce our global operations environmental footprint. Under Elevate 
Textiles, A&E and all supporting brands contribute to unified commitments of responsibly sourced 
fibers, reduced water consumption, and reduced greenhouse gas targets.

WHY CHOOSE A&E?
QUALITY THREAD PRODUCTS SINCE 1891 ― A&E is the world’s foremost manufacturer and distributor of 
premium quality industrial and consumer sewing thread, embroidery thread and technical textiles. We 
provide our customers with the finest products and services, at the highest quality, delivered globally. 
Our steadfast commitment to superior quality and customer service make A&E the preferred thread 
supplier. Learn more on A&E’s corporate social responsibility and environmental sustainability 
initiatives, comprehensive product offerings, and global locations at WWW.AMEFIRD.COM.

PRODUCT INFORMATION*
Application Size Strength Recommended 

Needle SizeTex Inch Diameter lbs. cN

Light Weight 5 .003 .76 338 55/6
8 .004 1.1 489 60/8
14 .005 1.88 836 65/9
18 .006 2.4 1,068 65/9
27 .007 3.1 1,379 75/11
35 .008 4.8 2,135 80/12

Medium Weight 45 .009 6.0 2,669 90/14
50 .010 7.4 3,292 100/14
60 .011 8.6 3,825 100/16
80 .012 9.1 4,048 110/18

*Physical characteristics provided are for comparative purposes only, final determination of suitability is the sole responsibility of the 
user. All physical data shown is based on current averages and should not be used as minimum requirements.
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